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• Reading is social knowledge, invented by 

humans.

• All alphabets were invented by humans.

• Latin and Spanish are regular phonetic 

languages but many are not.languages but many are not.

• Some educators think children cannot 

simultaneously learn sounds and 

understand meaning.



Major Writing Systems

• Logographic (includes pictographic)

– Chinese with modifications for Japanese and 

Korean

• Syllabic – One Japanese alphabet• Syllabic – One Japanese alphabet

• Alphabetic – Greek considered first

• Featural – Latin and Korean hangul

• Stressed time - English



• Philippino uses the Latin alphabet with the 

addition of two letters.

• Spanish orthography is not universal.

• The languages of the Philippines have • The languages of the Philippines have 

been heavily influenced by both the 

Catholic and Moslem religions.



• Research conducted in Philippino 

Universities parallels the content of U.S. 

studies.

• USAID has had some influence on • USAID has had some influence on 

Philippino reading pedagogy.



Conflicts/wars in U.S.

• Whole word

• Sight word

• Synthetic phonics

• Meaning centered/whole language• Meaning centered/whole language

• Decodable texts

• Programmed texts

• Fuency

• Others



Swinging from Sound to Meaning

in U.S.

• 15th to l8th Centry – Hornbooks

• 1655 – Synthetic phonics - Pascal

• 1700’s to l800’s – Battledores and Spellers• 1700’s to l800’s – Battledores and Spellers

• 1826-1876 – Elocution Era

• 1844 – Horace Mann advocates whole 

word method



• 1879 – McGuffey Readers published

• 1930 – Dick and Jane published

• 1955 – Rudolf Flesch published “Why 

Johnny Can’t Read”Johnny Can’t Read”

• l983 – Jeanne Chall published “Learning 

to Read: The Great Debate”

• 1998 - Preventing Reading Dificulties

• 2000 – National Reading Panel Report



Five Components of Reading

• Phonemic awareness

• Phonics

• Fluency

(from NCLB with negative influence on reading 

instruction)

• Fluency

• Vocabulary

• Comprehension



Influential Educators in U.S.
• Allen, Roach Van

• Atwell, Nanci

• Arbuthnot, May Hill

• Artley, A. Sterl

• Camborne, Brian

• Clay, Marie

• Cowley, Joy

• Burke, Carolyn• Burke, Carolyn

• Ferreiro, Emelia

• Fountas, Irene

• Goodman, Kenneth

• Goodman, Yetta

• Graves, Donald

• Halliday, M.A.



Influential Educators in U.S.

• Harste, Jerome

• Holdaway, Donald

• Krashen, Stephen

• Ohanian, Susan

• Pearson, P. David

• Peterson, Ralph

• Pinnell, Gay Sue

• Routman, Regie

• Smith, Frank

• Strickland, Dorothy

• Taylor, Denny

• Watson, Dorothy

• Weaver, Connie

• Add your favorites



External Influences

• Publishers

• Parents

• Reading Authorities

• Government Programs• Government Programs

• Religious groups

• Others



What has happened in U.S.?

• Loss of professional control/autonomy

• Text czars• Text czars

• Fidelity police

• Standardized model of teacher 

education



Bad practices that have resulted:

• Teaching isolated phonics

• Over emphasizing phonics

• Using nonsense words• Using nonsense words

• Using decodable texts 

• Using unnecessary phonemic 

awareness exercises



• Using stop watches to assess

• Employing high stakes tests

• Using DIBELS and other 

inappropriate testsinappropriate tests

• Having little or no independent

reading

• Using no self-selected texts



• Employing little writing instruction 

• Overly emphasizing leveled books

• Employing behavioristic pay to read • Employing behavioristic pay to read 

schemes

• Obliterating curriculum integration

• Using few read alouds 



The Reading process

Pragmatics

Semantics

Syntax

Phonics



The Reading Process

Semantics Syntax Phonics
Prag-

matics READING

Content

Knowledge
Word

Order

Letter

Sound
Relationships

Social , 

Cultural 

context of Print

constructing 

meaning from 

print



What do we know about 

reading and writing 

instruction?instruction?



What we know About: 

Culture and Learning

• What is literacy?

Types and forms may vary between homes and 
school

• Funds of Knowledge

Children need to use and connect their cultural 
background knowledge and experiences to 
their learning



We Know About:

Reading and Writing

Children grow as readers and writers when 

they are immersed in authentic, 

meaningful literacy events.

Talk, sharing viewpoints, critical thinkingI



We know about: 

Reading and Writing (cont.)

Reading is a process of constructing meaning by 

integrating language cues and reading strategies

to make sense of text.

Language Cues: Reading StrategiesLanguage Cues: Reading Strategies

• Graphophonic (phonics)     Sample

• Syntactic (grammar) Infer and Predict

• Semantic (meaning) Confirm or Disconfirm/Correct



Ami’s miscues:

frogfrogfrogfrog thethethethe

1801 And a family of frogs, on their way to a distant pond,

thethethethe

c

1802 stopped in awe. “Never,” they later told some cousins, 

will           see

1803 “never have you seen such an amazing sight.”



We Know About: Reading and Writing 

(cont.)

• Children need time and opportunities 

for wide reading and writing.

� Learners make reading/writing choices from a 

range of genres.

�Children learn to read by reading and write by 

writing.



We know about: Assessment

• Evaluating reading/writing in the context of 

authentic reading/writing provides a more 

realistic pictures of what children know/can 

do.do.

� Portfolios, interviews, conferences, anecdotal 

notes

� Reflection and self-evaluation

• Be a kidwatcher



We Know About: Engagement

• To be engaged in learning, learners 
must:

� Believe and see themselves as  

potential ‘doers’potential ‘doers’

� See learning as personally meaningful

� Perceive learning as “low-risk”

� Work and learn with other ‘doers’

(Cambourne,1988)



We should decide

• What knowledge our students need.

• What experiences our students should 

have.

• What materials we should use.• What materials we should use.



We Know About: Teachers

Teachers

make the difference

in children’s learning,in children’s learning,

not programs.


